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Summary of IENG Sary’s Request for Investigation Under Internal Rule 35 into the 

Actions of Dr. Craig Etcheson of the Office of the Co-Prosecutors Relating to Ex-

Parte Communication with the International Component of the OCIJ & Request for 

a Public Hearing, 14 December 2009 

 

Introduction 

 

The Defence submitted a request, pursuant to Rule 35, to the Pre-Trial Chamber to 

investigate the Office of the Co-Prosecutors (“OCP”) employee Dr. Craig Etcheson’s 

engagement in ex parte communication with members of the OCIJ. It requested a public 

oral hearing to take testimony under oath of all relevant participants in this matter. 

 

Summary of Arguments 

 

In a statement supplied to the Defence by Mr. Wayne Bastin, former Chief of the 

Intelligence and Analysis Unit of the OCIJ, on 2 December 2009, the Defence was made 

aware of additional evidence previously unknown to it. The statement describes an 

incident in which Judge Lemonde had ex parte communication with the OCP. In a 

meeting with the “international side” of the OCIJ unit, those present were provided with a 

5-7 page document dealing with avenues of inquiry supplied by OCP analyst/expert, Dr. 

Etcheson. Judge Lemonde stressed that this document should not be given to the 

“Cambodian side”. The Defence was unaware of this meeting, the OCP’s 

communication, and the document’s contents.  

 

Under Rule 35, the ECCC “may sanction or refer to the appropriate authorities, any 

person who knowingly and willfully interferes with the administration of justice.” The 

OCIJ has explained that when exercising its discretion in imposing sanctions based on 

Rule 35, “an obligation and corresponding violation should be identified.” It has also held 

that prejudice to the Defence should be considered when determining whether to impose 

Rule 35 sanctions.  

 

The obligation on the part of the OCP vis-à-vis the judicial organs of the ECCC is that it 

must remain “strictly separated from judicial functions.” The judicial investigation is 

solely the responsibility of the OCIJ. The OCP’s violation of this obligation is clear: a 

member of the OCP, without the Defence’s knowledge, provided the OCIJ with a 

document containing avenues of inquiry to assist with the judicial investigation. If the 

OCP wished to request the OCIJ to investigate certain lines of inquiry, it could have done 

this with an investigative request using the procedure established by the ECCC.  

 

The prejudice to the Defence in this situation is that it is prevented from learning which 

matters the OCP wishes the OCIJ to investigate. This leads to the appearance that: a) 

these branches are colluding against the Defence; b) the presumption of innocence is not 

being respected; and c) Mr. IENG Sary’s trial will not be fair. Because the OCP has an 

obligation to remain strictly separated from judicial functions and a member of the OCP 

has breached this obligation, and this breach has prejudiced the Defence., the Pre-Trial 
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Chamber should conduct further a investigation to determine whether sanctions are 

necessary.  

 

Essence of Submission 

The Pre-Trial Chamber should conduct further investigation to determine whether the 

Co-Prosecutors were aware of the actions of this OCP employee and how they responded. 

The actions of Dr. Etcheson indicate there has been a violation of an obligation and 

prejudice to the defence. In conducting a further investigation, the Pre-Trial Chamber will 

be able to determine whether sanctions are warranted.  


